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CONTAIN PHISHING ATTACKS

92% of 
organizations train 
end users to identify 
and avoid phishing 

attacks.
Wombat Security2

• Safely open any link, even if it’s malicious

• Eliminate restrictive IT security policies that limit user access 
to shared URLs 

• Defend against phishing links while still maintaining native 
browser performance and usability

Malicious phishing links continue to slip past 
layered defenses
Despite advancements in anti-phishing techniques, steady 
improvements to secure email gateways, and better user 
awareness training, malicious links in email and chat clients 
continue to slip past enterprise layered defenses. Today’s 
knowledge workers can’t do their jobs without clicking 
on links from external sources—whether they are tracking 
deliveries, reading news articles, accessing web-based 
documents, or chatting via a messenger app. Simply put, 
when IT security restricts access to shared URLs, employee 
productivity plummets. 

Unfortunately, users tend to click on links quickly and with 
little forethought. Verizon’s Data Breach Investigations Report1 
(DBIR) found that 7.3% of users who received phishing emails 
opened them, and 15% of users who have already fallen victim 
to a phishing email once, “took the bait a second time.” From 

a security point of view, even 1% is too many. In addition, 
many users continuously leave their email and chat clients 
open, creating instantaneous pathways for cybercriminals. 
Organizations spend millions trying to secure their assets, but 
phishing attacks continue to cause serious damage.

Application isolation keeps phishing threats 
off the network
The defensive perimeter has effectively shrunk down to 
the browser level, where a last line of defense is needed to 
ensure safety when opening shared links. Bromium uses 
virtualization-based security to protect organizations from 
phishing threats by opening every shared link in a protected 
micro-VM. 
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Hardware-enforced, secure, native-browser isolation
Bromium protects organizations from malicious phishing links with Bromium Secure 
Browsing for Chrome, Firefox, and Internet Explorer. These web browsers open tabs 
that run transparently inside individual, protected micro-VMs on the host machine. 
Bromium’s application isolation is seamless, with fast performance, full usability, and 
support for all rich media web formats.

Using hardware-enforced isolation, each browser tab runs in its own secure 
container. Threats delivered via shared phishing links are completely isolated 
from the host—and from all other browser tabs—to prevent cross-contamination. 
If present, a threat physically has no place to go. When the browser tab is closed, 
the threat is terminated along with the micro-VM. The full kill-chain is sent to the 
Bromium Controller and shared with all other Bromium devices on the network, 
further hardening the infrastructure and reducing the overall attack surface. 

Transparent protection against all phishing links
Browser application isolation works automatically and instantaneously for all shared 
links, regardless of their source. Isolated secure native browsing inside of protected 
micro-VMs delivers a fast and familiar user experience with no scalability issues, 
latency, or content restrictions. 

Bromium application isolation protects links shared through the following common 
attack vectors:

Bromium phishing protection also extends to malicious links embedded in otherwise 
benign documents. This is a common attack tactic designed to bypass email 
detection techniques, enabling documents to scan as “clean” and reach user inboxes.

Shared intelligence
Bromium isolation lets threats found in phishing links—including browser exploits 
and file-less malware—run to conclusion with no impact on user computers. Threat 
intelligence gained while the malware is executing is collected and disseminated 
throughout the organization as part of Bromium’s Sensor Network. Breachless attack 
information is shared across all Bromium devices in your network—including detailed 
indicators of compromise (IOCs) and indicators of attack (IOAs)—instantly improving 
endpoint protection, reducing the overall attack surface, and enhancing situational 
awareness.

Phishing tricks users to install 
C2 and keylogging software 
to capture credentials that 

are used to authenticate into, 
and exfiltrate data out of 

organizations.

Verizon DBIR 20173

Organizations  
are spending 23% 

more than last year, on 
average $11.7 million, 

on cybercrime.
Ponemon Institute, Cost of 
Cybercrime Study, 20174

• Microsoft Outlook

• Third-party email clients

• Webmail, both sanctioned and 
unsanctioned by the organization

• Skype/Skype for Business

• Third-party chat clients
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DBIR reported more breaches 
involving social attacks 

compared to last year. Social 
was represented in almost 44% 
of breaches…phishing [being] 

the most prevalent.

Verizon DBIR 20176

Breachless response
Bromium-isolated devices prevent infection and self-remediate when the browser 
tab is closed. Each browser tab runs in its own secure container, and closing the 
tab terminates the threat. There is no need to remediate or clean computers when 
threats are discovered. Users can confidently click on shared links from email and 
chat clients and do their jobs.

How Bromium application isolation compares to other 
protection methods
Bromium application isolation vs. remote browsing

Limited protection: Protection is not uniform across the board for all users and all 
websites, so remote browsing solutions rely on secure web gateways to perform 
isolation based on site categorization, reputation, or risk rating—a tactic that is 
unreliable as new URLs rapidly proliferate. Further, remote browser solutions are 
network-dependent, requiring behind-the-firewall access to the isolated browsing 
proxy server infrastructure. This leaves remote and traveling users unprotected.

Administrative overhead: Implementing web gateways that provide remote browsing 
often blocks access to legitimate websites, hampering employee productivity. Admins 
must determine specific users and websites to send to the alternate remote browsing 
path, relying on whitelists, blacklists, and exception management—leading to user 
friction and frustration.

Impacted website performance: Remote browsing solutions do not perform as well 
as native secure browsers running on the host, especially when users have numerous 
browser tabs open or are viewing rich media content. Additionally, all user actions 
(mouse-clicks, hover-overs, keystroke entries, etc.) must be relayed to the isolation 
proxy server (or cloud service) to take effect, increasing latency.

Frustrating user experience: Improperly isolated sites may render as “read only,” 
making it impossible for users to interact with the site, properly navigate it, or enter 
information into data fields.

Bromium application isolation vs. website categorization

Website categorization is not effective at an enterprise scale for organizations with 
a disparate workforce, and cannot keep up with fast-flux techniques that let botnets 
rapidly change the DNS for phishing and malware delivery sites. 

Even with networks and endpoints secured by web proxies, blacklists, whitelists, 
or pre-execution detection, some level of vulnerability will always exist. The 
rapid proliferation of millions of new URLs each week makes it impossible for site 
categorization tactics to keep up, which attackers and use to their advantage.

• The vast majority of Internet domains and sub-domains exist for less than 24-hours5 

• Millions of URLs auto-generate daily—aided by easily-accessible malicious 
domain generation algorithms favored by cybercriminals—making it impossible 
for site categorization to keep up
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Cambridge CB2 8FH
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For more information
visit Bromium.com or write to 
info@bromium.com.

About Bromium
Bromium is the leader in application isolation. We pioneered virtualization-based security to protect your brand, data and 
people using our patented hardware-enforced containerization with application control, and a distributed Sensor Network to 
protect across all major threat vectors and attack types. Unlike detection-based techniques, Bromium automatically isolates 
threats and adapts to new attacks using behavioral analysis, and instantly shares threat intelligence to eliminate the impact. Our 
technological innovations have earned the company numerous industry awards. Bromium counts a rapidly growing set of Fortune 
500 companies and government agencies as customers.
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• New sites appear to be “clean” at first and receive a favorable categorization, 
then become laden with malware

• Malvertising or site compromise can happen to any legitimate website at any 
time 

Web proxies and site categorization can fail at multiple points along the kill-chain as 
attack techniques mature and the defensive perimeter continues to shrink:

• Proxy servers: proxied website connections still render active browser content on 
the endpoint

• Web sandboxing: pre-execution can’t test all possible user interactions or 
navigation points

• URL whitelisting & blacklisting: whitelisted sites can still be compromised, and 
blacklists may be out of date

• Uncategorized sites: typically force a binary choice to “allow” or “disallow” all, 
with a labor-intensive manual process required to add exceptions on a case-by-
case basis

Zero-breach is within reach with Bromium’s application isolation 
Bromium’s secure native browser isolation delivers clear benefits over categorization-based 
solutions and remote browsing proxies as the last line of defense, allowing organizations to:

• Save time and resources by empowering employees to open shared web links 
from unknown sources without additional verification steps

• Defend against malicious phishing links with native browser performance and 
usability

• Stop unknown threats from malicious links that bypass existing layered defenses 
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